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Introduction 

Actually Nanocellulsoe is a promising natural material which 
is extracted from natural cellulosic source. There are varieties 
types of Nanocellulsoe. Like cellulose nanocrystal, Nanocellulsoe 
filament, bacterial cellulose is remaining in the research area. 
In this article author used Nano cellulose to produce test kit of 
COVID: 19 diseases. COVID: 19 is a pandemic disease in this world. 
There is a crisis of test kit in this world. This proposed model 
helps to experiment about the test kit. Nanocellulose is a cost 
effective advanced material which is used for biodegradability & 
low cytotoxicity. Advanced Nanocellulsoe was used for producing 
test kit of HIV virus, Ebola virus & hepatitis C virus [1].Professor 
Whiteside’s research group invented cellulose based point of care 
molecular devices at Harvard University [1]. Prediction goes that 
this process is applicable for making test kit of COVID: 19 diseases. 
Cellulose is a sustainable material source which can be extracted  

 
from cotton, wood, bacteria. Nanocellulose has a great mechanical 
characteristics .Actually the mechanical characteristics depend on 
the source of extraction [3].

Structural Analysis of Novel Corona Virus

Corona virus has four genera .They are: alpha corona virus, beta 
corona virus, gamma corona virus& delta corona virus. Alpha & 
beta corona virus create infection to the mammals. Gamma corona 
virus can affect the avian species. Delta corona virus can infect 
both mammals & avian species. Corona virus is a large enveloped, 
positive standard RNA virus. The genome sequence is 27-32 KB. 
In the structure of corona virus helical capsid is surrounded by 
nucelocapsid protein. There are three types of protein in novel 
corona virus. Membrane protein, envelope protein, spikes protein 
(Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Structure of Novel Corona Virus [2].

From the observation of American National Institute of Health 
spike protein is tractable to boggle hole the human cells to produce 
COVID: 19 diseases [2]. This proposed model can help to identify 
spike protein of novel corona virus . Proposed test kit can identify 

spike protein from insulating antibodies of people .Schematic 
diagram of SARS-COV-2 virus (novel corona) virus is given below 
(Figure 2):

Figure 2: Schematic primary structure of novel corona virus [2].

Nanocellulose Based Biosensor

Figure 3: Modified Nano cellulose membrane to biomedical investigation [1].
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Besides the biomedical application of Nano cellulose has been 
used for some special functions. One of the functions is detecting 
the disease or acting as a diagnostic device. Actually it is a cellulose 
based device which is called point of care molecular device. These 
systems are low cost, lightweight, hydrophilic & porous. This device 
is revealed by renewable material & rehashes them to appropriate 
compact lab - on systems. The device is originally disclosed by the 
stamping patterns, channels & trial zones by involving a fragment 
of paper. The process of this Nano cellulose based point of core 
medical device is giving a biological sample like blood, urine & 
saliva are applied to the diagnosis media through a special device. 
The paper collisions the sample through the ducts to trial zones to 
mode the biochemical reaction. It is known to all Nano cellulose is 
a piezoelectric material [4]. It can change its electrical polarization 

during mechanical stress. The sensors are generally joined by 
sandwiching Nano cellulose between two electrodes. Due to 
piezoelectric approach, when blood, saliva etc are given in the trial 
zone an external force is created to the Nano cellulose film, then 
it changes electrical polarization & getting signal by sandwiched 
sensors. Finally chromatography method is used to diagnosis the 
disease (Figure 3).

Biochemical Reaction of Amino acid of Spike 
Protein & Hydroxyl ion of Nanocellulose

We all know that the PH of blood is 7.4. It’s a basic medium 
actually. When the patient will give the blood in Nano cellulose 
based device, it takes reaction between amino acid of spike protein 
& hydroxyl group of Nano cellulose. As blood is a basic medium 
reaction will be occurred following way (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Biochemical reaction between amino acid of spike protein & hydroxyl group of Nanocellulsoe.

Here amino acid is existed in a negative ion employing 
electrophoresis. Electrophoresis is composed of morsel of 
moistened filter paper on a microscopic slide. A drop of amino acid 
solution is located in the centre of the paper. 

Proposed Flow Chart of Nanocellulose Based 
Biosensor Test Kit for detecting COVID: 19 Disease

It is known to all that, Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography is 
the process which is used to analyze or purify proteins. As in the 
other forms of chromatography, separation of protein is possible 
here. It is possible because the different components of a mixture 
have different affinities for two materials. There is a two phase of 
fluid here. One is the mobile phase and another one is stationary 
phase. In this case, blood cell protein is the mobile phase fluid & 
Spike protein of novel corona virus is stationary phase protein [5]. In 
FPLC, (Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography) mobile phase protein 
is recognized as running “buffer” solution. The common strategy 
of “Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography” is there are two buffer 
solution. One is running buffer & another one is stationary buffer. 
At first a mixture containing one or more proteins are dissolved in 
running buffer solution & this column should be pumped. Another 
column is stationary buffer solution. Columns are large in size. 
Columns diameter are mm in size range. Columns are composed 
of inert plastic or inert fluid materials like Teflon, titanium and 

glasses. Columns are stored by 24% ethanol or H2O. In this case, 
affinity based FPLC should be proposed. In affinity chromatography, 
separate based protein which has highly specific interaction among 
antigen & antibody, enzyme & substrate or receptor & ligand. Total 
10 instruments are used for separating protein by fast protein 
liquid chromatography system [6,7].

Stationary phase

It is mainly a resin based agarose beads with varying surface 
ligand. Here Spike protein of novel corona virus is stationary phase 
protein.

Mobile phase

Generally buffer solutions & organic solvents are recognized 
as mobile phase protein. Here, blood cell protein is nominated as 
mobile phase protein.

Pump

Pump is used to control constant flow of fluid.

Mixer

Mixer is an important element which maintains the relative 
proportion of buffer solutions during the period of FPLC (Fast 
protein Liquid Chromatography) runs.
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Injection Valve

Pumps are connected by valves due to controlling direction of 
buffer solution

Column

There are two types of column which are mentioned above. The 
capacity of column pressure is 580 psi.

Fraction collector

 It can be allowed volume at fraction level.

Flow restrictor

It can produce a steady back pressure to disclose air bubbles 
which is originated by flow cells of columns.

On - line filter

It can reject sample particles by creating maximum back 
pressure of 0.5 Mpa.

Detection system

Ultra violet spectro photometer, conductivity detector & 
refractive index (RI) based detector can use to separate protein by 
detecting the specific protein (Figure 5).

After separating spike protein & blood cell protein changing 
color of Nano cellulose based test kit can give the COVID: 19 positive 
or negative results. The total flow process is given below:

Nanocellulose based Spike protein Sensing Biosensor

↓

Biochemical reaction occurs between amino acid of spike 
protein & hydroxyl ion of Nanocellulsoe

↓

Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography procedure is used to apart 
the corona virus spike protein from

Blood cell protein

                                                             ↓

Finally changing the color of test kit will give the result of 
COVID: 19 positive or negative

                                                             ↓

If the test kit is not shown any color change, COVID: 19 tests 
will be negative

                                                             ↓

If the test kit is shown any colored spot, COVID: 19 tests will be 
positive

After separating spike protein from blood cell protein the 
Nanocellulsoe based test kit will be dissolved in ninhydrin solution. 
If it can change its color or create a spot, COVID: 19 tests will 
positive. If it does not change its color or create any colored spot, 
COVID: 19 tests will negative [8-10].

Figure 5: Process flow of Fast protein Liquid Chromatography [16].

Conclusion

This article gleams the proposed model of Nanocellulsoe 
based biosensor test kit for diagnosing COVID: 19 diseases. Now 
a day’s people are suffering very badly in COVID: 19 diseases 

[11-15]. The affected rate is increasing day by day. Actually it is a 
conceptual paper which gives a idea to coin a test kit for detecting 
the disease. Here spike protein is separated from antibodies by the 
guidance of American national institute of health [2]. The genome 
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sequence is not taken any consider to produce test kit because here 
spike protein of novel corona virus should be separated. Genome 
sequence has not any consequence to produce test kit. COVID: 19 
is a potential threat for the larger community of the world. Rapid 
test kit can help to diagnosis the disease & people to get rid of this 
lethargic life. In fine, this paper will beget a new horizon for the 
COVID: 19 disease related research activities [15-20].
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